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The aim of the study was to answer the question whether pegIFNalpha/RBV-induced cognitive functions’ disturbances resolve
eight weeks after treatment discontinuation.
26 CHC patients were consecutively enrolled in the study. They
were given peg-IFNalpha/RBV treatment for 48 weeks in the standard
doses recommended by manufacturers. Patients underwent neuropsychological examination consisting of Stroop Color Word Test
(SCWT), Trail Marking Test (TMT), Auditory Verbal Learning Test
(AVLT), Attention d2 Test (d2) and Hooper Visual Organization
Test (HVOT) three times: before the beginning (t¼0), after 12 weeks
of medication (t¼1) and 8 weeks after treatment discontinuation
(t¼2).
Cognitive performance measured by means of all mentioned tests
decreased significantly after 12 weeks of combination therapy. However, no significant differences in the results of TMT, AVLT, HVOT
and SCWT color words subtest between t¼0 and t¼2 were seen, significance between these two time points in d2 and SCWT colors and
words subtests performance was observed. SCWT subtests results revealed a trend towards normalization but d2 performance in t¼2 was
ever poorer comparing with t¼1.
The findings suggest that most cognitive disturbances observed
during peg-IFNalpha/RBV therapy in CHC patients resolve eight
weeks after treatment discontinuation, but attention abnormalities
may persist up to 8 weeks after treatment of discontinuation. The
complete resolution of attention abnormalities observed during pegIFNalpha/RBV therapy may require longer period or may be the effect of the permanent anterior cingulate cortex damage.
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Background and aims: Recent attention models view exogenous and
endogenous attention as separate components of attention. Exogenous
attention is defined as automatic, involuntary, directed by external
stimulation and unaffected by memory load, while endogenous attention is defined as executive, voluntary, directed by voluntary acts and
affected by memory load. Methods. Two studies were designed to examine if decline in these two components of attention is similar in
normal aging and Huntington’s disease (HD). Standardized tests derived from Posner’s model of visuospatial attention were administered to normal elderly subjects (n¼13), patients with HD (n ¼ 17)
and matched control subjects (n ¼ 42).
Results: In healthy elderly subjects, both exogenous and endogenous attention were found to decline within normal limits, and the decrease was greater for endogenous attention, particularly in situations
of perceptual conflict. Patients with HD showed marked impairment
of endogenous or voluntary attention components, while exogenous
or automatic components were preserved.

Conclusions: Our results suggest that anterior executive and posterior automatic neuronal networks for attention are differentially vulnerable to the effects of normal aging and neurodegenerative diseases,
despite the fact that both normal aging and HD are characterized by
decreased endogenous attention in situations of perceptual conflict.
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Objective: Triplex ultrasound evaluation of CCA in Alzheimer.
Methods and results: Our study group, consisted of 52 patients
(32 male, mean age 68.2+/-2.2 yr), confirmed with Alzheimer dementia (AD) according to DSM IV-R criteria, was evaluated by triplex ultrasonography at the common carotid arteries (CCA) level and, also,
by a cerebral CT-scann. The results were compared with a controlled
matched group of similar age. In the AD group, 62.2% of patients
presented ultrasonographic modifications: a larger CCA diameter
(8.2+/-0.6 mm) and an increased arterial impedance (RI 0.82+/0.05), significantly higher (p<0.001) compared with the values obtained from the controlled group (D 7.2+/-0.5 mm; RI 0.76+/0.02). Also, IMTh was more echogenous, diffuse or patchy thickened,
with a mean maxIMTh 1.6 +/-0.02 mm in AD group, compared with
0.8+/-0.02 mm in the controlled group. We underline the absence of
arterial atherosclerotic plaques in the all length of CCAs in AD group.
The augmentation of arterial impedance correlated with the presence
of cortical atrophy releved by cerebral CT-scann. In the AD group
with these ultrasonographic aspects, we recommended vasodilatator
drugs in association with cholinomimetics.
Conclusion: The vascular modifications (increased resistivity and
decreased regional cerebral blood flow) in AD, draw attention on the
early Doppler evaluation of these cathegory of patients. The ultrasonografic CCAs modifications, even in the stage of minimal cognitive
deficit (when the criteria for establishing the diagnosis of dementia
are not fulfilled), represent a factor of therapeutic indication for cholinomimetics, with a possible influence in the clinical and mental disease prognosis.
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Adult attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) has a prevalence up to 4% of the general adult population, however in Spain
adult ADHD is underdiagnosed. Screening instruments can help clinicians to detect adult ADHD. The World Health Organization Adult
ADHD Self-Report Scale-Version 1.1 (ASRS v1.1) is a 6-question
scale designed to screen for adult ADHD.
A validation of Spanish version of the ASRS v1.1 was performed.
A case control study was carry out (adult ADHD vs non ADHD)
in the Adult ADHD Program of the Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron (Barcelona). ADHD evaluation was performed using Conners
Adult ADHD Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV (CAADID-Part II)
and the diagnosis was compared with the ASRS v1.1 responses. Logistic regression study was made to evaluate the sensitivity,
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specificity, positive and negative predictive values (PPV and NPV).
Kappa coefficient of classification accuracy and area under curve
(AUC) were calculated.
Sample consisted of 90 adult ADHD and 90 controls. Average age
was 31.6 (SD¼10.09) and 57.8% of subjects were men (there were no
significant differences between the two groups). Logistic regression
analysis showed that the score model proposed by the authors of scale
is significant (c2 ¼129.36, p¼.0005): Sensitivity (82.2%), specificity
(95.6%), PPV (94.8%), NPV (84.3%), Kappa coefficient 0.78 and
AUC 0.89.
The Spanish version of the ASRS v1.1 6-question shows adequate
psychometric characteristics and it is a valid scale to screen ADHD
for adults in a clinical setting.
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Background: Cerebral white matter changes (WMC) represent cerebrovascular disease (CVD) and are common in dementia. Cholinesterase inhibitors (ChEIs) are effective in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD)
with or without CVD, and in Dementia with Lewy Bodies/Parkinson’s Disease Dementia (DLB/PDD). Predictors of treatment response are controversial.
Objective: To investigate the effect of WMC severity on response
to ChEIs in dementia.
Method: CT or MRI brain scans were rated for WMC severity in
243 patients taking ChEIs for dementia. Raters were blind to patients’
clinical risk factors, dementia subtype and course of illness. Effects of
WMC severity on rates of decline in cognition, function and behaviour were analysed for 140 patients treated for nine months or longer.
Analysis was performed for this group as a whole and within diagnostic subgroups AD and DLB/PDD. The main outcome measure was
rate of change in Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) score. Secondary measures were rates of change in scores on the Cambridge
Cognitive Examination (CAMCOG), Instrumental Activities of Daily
Living (IADL) and Clifton Assessment Procedures for the Elderly e
Behaviour Rating Scale (CAPE-BRS).
Results: There was no significant correlation between severity of
WMC and any specified outcome variable for the cohort as a whole or
for patients with AD. In patients with DLB/PDD, higher WMC scores
were associated with more rapid cognitive decline.
Conclusions: Increased WMC severity does not predict response
to ChEIs in AD, but may weaken response to ChEIs in patients with
DLB/PDD.
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Background: Evidence for acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (ACIs)
available consists mainly of trials conducted by pharmaceutical companies. There are substantial differences between participants in clinical trials and patients in normal clinical settings.
Aims: To evaluate the use of ACIs in a clinical setting.
Methods: Hospital records of 454 patients prescribed ACIs over
a 6-year period were analysed. In our catchment area of 50,000 people over the age of 65 approximately 100 new patients per year received treatment with ACIs.
Results: The rate of decline on ACIs was less than half of that expected in an untreated population. A significant difference was found
between patients with a baseline MMSE scores greater than 20 and
those with a score between 10 and 20.
Conclusions: Our participants were older than in clinical trials
and those with significant medical problems and relative contraindications were not excluded. ACIs are as useful in AD as they are in
DLB/PDD and there were no differences between donepezil and rivastigmine. A baseline MMSE score of 20-10 might predict better response to treatment.
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Fact or myth? ADHD is a solution for teachers and school psychologists to cope with the problem of uproarious or unusual kids. ADHD
is a mixed bag for all suspected organic patients in psycho-therapy.
Four temperament factors, that are stable throughout life can be
decomposed in terms of their underlying genetic structure and their
relationship to neurotransmitters: Novelty Seeking, Reward Dependence, Harm Avoidance, Persistence (Robert Cloninger - 1987). A
lot of other temperament factors, can be decomposed, such as: novelty and excitement seeking, attention span, organizational ability,
impulsivity.
In this study, 155 adults were diagnosed by the DSM IV (APA) as
suffering from Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD). All subjects filled
out a questionnaire which classified each of them on a four-sequence
scale: attention (length of the attention span, selective and divided attention), organization (in space and in time, long term memory, planning and decision making), impulsivity and need for excitement
(novelty seeking, tendency to addiction).
What determines the diversity on these scales is probably a genetic
variability (in D4 allele) causing over activity of the mesocortical dopaminergic pathway (related to the need for excitement), and of the
mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway (related to the hyperactivity). Another effective factor is the insufficient development of the frontal
lobe, leading to deficient inhibitory activity aimed at the seeking system (related to short attention span and the deficit in selective attention ability), and to deficit in learning ability, causing planning and
decision making problems (related to the lack of organization).
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